
mCTTOSTAKY OFTHR SOUTH ANDAMAN EAKGUAGET

INTRODUCTION.

I think that I can best introduce the reader to the South Andaman language by

freely extracting the remarks made thereon by the late Dr. A. J. Ellis* F.&.S., F.S.A.,

on his retirement from the Chair of the Philological Society for the second time on 19tht

May 1882 : he then gave a "'Presidential Address " by way of at "Report on the Researches

into the Language of the South Andaman Island " from the papers of Mr. E. H. Man

(CLE.) and Lt. R. C. Temple (Lt.-CoL Sir R. C. Temple, G!B., CLE., F.S.A.). From,

this Report are taken the following paragraphs verbatim, with such textual alterations as

are necessary after so many years. It will be observed that ia consequence necessary

references to myself and my procedure are by name.

The South Andaman language, called by the natives &"k&bea~da
t consists in the fir^t

place of a series' of base forms* reducible to roots, These forms may answer to any part

of speech, and in particular to what we call substantives, adjectives or verbs* Thc^r

forms do not vary in construction, and are not subject to inflexion proper.- Hence then*

js nothing resembling the grammatical gender, declension or aonyigation of Aryan languages :

but the functions of such Aryan forms- are discharged by prefixes* postpositions, and

suffixes.. It is oniy in the pronouns- and pronominal adjective* that there is- anything:

which simulates declension. And it i» only by the use of the prefixes that anything like-

concord can be establishedl.

The Andamanese have of course words* which imply sex, but they are nr general quite

unrelated forms-; thus: abuladwm&napai'lda woman; akak&dafyatih' bey, aryongida girl

aro-dingada father, hbe'tingada mother. 'Male' and 'female' are represented even f>r

animals by the above words for ' man 'and ' woman,'* without the affixes, which are usually

omitted in composition,.12 ' as Bu'la, pair, and when the animals are young by the names

abtva'rada bachelor,, or abjad-ijp-gda spinster, rejecting the affixes as wdra, jadijd'g, see

below, letter to Jam'bu, sentences 1.5 and 16. Even in the Aryan languages ' gender', the

Latin e genus ', means only a ' kind', and*as it so happened that the kind with one termi-

nation included males, with another females, and with a third sexless* things, the time-

honoured names* masculine, feminine and neuter arose. But the classification thus formed

has, properly speaking, nothing to do with sex, as may be seen at once from sentinel,

being feminine in French (la sentinelle) and woman neuter in German (das Weib). We
may see from the discussions in Grimm's grammar how difficult, or rather impossible ,.

it is to recover the feeling which led to that grouping in German, and the same difficulty

is felt in other languages. The Andamanese grouping which takes the place of gender is,

©n the contrary, clear enough in the main. The Andamanese consider,, first, objects-

generally, including everything thinkable. Then these are divided into animate and

inanimate. Of course the vegetable kingdom is included in the latter. The animate

objects are again divided into human and non-human. Of the human objects there is a*

sevenfold division as to the part of the body referred to, and this division is curiously

extended to the iaanimate objects which affect or are considered in relation to certain,

parts of the body. These group distinctions are pointed out by prefixes,, and by the form*

assumed by the pronominal adjectives. So natural and rooted are these distinctions in

the minds of the Andamanese that any use of a wrong prefix or wrong possessive form

18 This expression includes both prefix and&uffix*. The suffix-cfo is occasionally retained at the en<&

of clause**
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occasions unintelligibilitj^ or surprise or raises a laugh, just as when we use false concords

in European languages. These prefixes are added to what in our translations become

substantives, adjectives, and verbs, and which for purposes of general intelligibility to an

Aryan audience had better be so designated. But we require new terms and an entirely

new set of grammatical conceptions which shall not bend an agglutinative language to our

inflexional translation. With this warning, that they are radically incorrect, I shall freely

use inflexional terms, meaning merely that the language uses such and such foims to

express what in other languages are distinguished by the corresponding inflexional terms,

which really do not apply to this.

Substantives, adjectives, and adverbs, generally end in -da, which is usually dropped

before postpositions and in construction ; hence when I write a hyphen at the end of a

word, I shall mean that in its full form it has -da. Subs, and adj. also occasionally end in

-re for human objects, and this -re is not dropped before postpositions. This same suffix -re

is also extensively used in verbs, for our past tense active, or past participle passive. A
common termination is also -la, which as well as-r^ implies humarn, and -oZa, which is also

honorific. What answers to our verbal substantives denoting either actor or action, is

expressed by the suffix ~nga added to verbal bases, both active and passive. What corres-

ponds to the Aryan declension is carried out entirely by postpositions, as in fact it might

be in English by prepositions, if we had a preposition to point out the accusative as in

Spanish. In Andamanese these postpositions are generally la of, or more usually lia of

(where the I, as very frequently, is merely a euphonic prefix to vowels) ; len, to, in (but

len also frequently marks out the object) ; lat to, towards ; tek from and by; la by means

of (instrument).

The plural is expressed by the addition of lo'ng-ka'lak 13 to the singular, when th©

distinction is considered necessary, which is not often, as the plural is left to be implied

by the context, or is indicated by a prefix. Abstract subst. are formed from adj. by

adding yd 'ma- quality, or property, as la'pangada long, la panga -yd mada length. Negative

subst. are formed by adding ba, an abbreviation for yd'ba, as abfrgada child, ablrgaba not

a child, but a boy or girl.

Active verbs use the suffixes -&<2 for our gerundial form of infinitive, 14 for our pres.

part., pres. ind., and occasionally future; -re for past time,-£a imperfect, -ngabo for

future, -nga for verbal subst., actor and action ; with numerous auxiliaries answering to

our ' may, might, shall, should, will, would/ Passive verbs use -nga for the gerundial

19 Here lo'ng i* probably ' their', 4th person, k&'lak is apparently no longer found separately.

l * In his glossary Mr. Man uses the form in -A*e (ji*st a? we say gerimdially ' to exist ') to shew that

he means a verbal form. He says that if you ask an Andamanese the name of any action which you
shew him, he will give you the form in -he. But it remains to be established that this corresponds to our

gerundial infinitive, at least I have not detected it in any example which Mr. Man has furnished, nor
could he recall one. In Latin dictionaries audio, amo, aie Englished 'to hear, to love', which they
certainly do not mean. But as it is usuaf to give Latin verbs in this form, so it may bo usual to give

Andamanese verbs in the farm- in -he, which would be like using audit, amat in Latin. Our gerundial

or supine infinitive answers to the^ Latin ad audiendum, auditum* Dr. Morris prefers calling it the

"dative infinitive'* {Hist. Outlines of Engl, Accidence, 1872, p. 177). It is frequently usad for the puro

infinitive in English. The pure infinitive is properly only a verbal subst., and most nearly corresponds

to one of the senses of the Andamanese form with the sufEx -nga, but in point of fact there is nothing

in Andamanese identical with the Aryan infinitiver
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infinitive, the future, and verbal substantive, -ngaba for pres. and imperf. indie, -ngata

for perf. and ento'ba—ngata pluperf,, and-rtf for past participle. 1 '' Certain verbs distinguish

the subject and others the object, as human and non-human, by change of prefix, but no

rule can be given as to when a verb does one or the other, so that this is a mere matter

of practice. There are also reflective verbs formed by pronouns.

The greatest peculiarity of the language is the treatment of the personal and

possessive pronoun. All the pronouns are sexless, but the forms used for the so-called

dative seem to vary with the group. The normal form is that for the third person*

(

he, she, it,' for which I will use 'it' only for brevity, and 'they' for the plural. We
have then sing. 61 it (subject), ia of it, en, ul, at, ik, eb to it, in different forms, en it

(object), and in it: pi. dl'dichik they, d'nta of them, et t ulat, afat, &ntat, ollet, eb'et to

them, in different forms, et them, 6'llet in them. These relations may also be expressed

by the postpositions answering to case. Then for the first person d- sing, and m- plur.,

and for the second ng- sing, and plur., are prefixed to these forms; as 6] it, dol I, ngol

thou, mdl'dichikwc,ngdl'dichik you. There is also what has been called a c
' fourth person,

"

obtained by prefixing / to those forms of the third person, which are not the subject of

the sentence, and these give common postpositional forms, as li'a of a or the (or English

possessive '«), len to or in a or the, and also the object of a verb, lat, leb to a or the.

These preliminary explanations will serve to make intelligible the following examples,

and will shew the structure of the language better than a long series of grammatical

explanations. Observe that in all these examples a hyphen at the end of a word means

that the suffix -da (applied to all things) may be added, but that it is omitted in construc-

tion, and heard only in isolated words or at the end of a clause. The hyphens between

parts of a word separate the prefix, the suffix, the postposition and the parts of which the

word is compounded, and are used merely for the purpose of assisting the unaccustomed

reader • generally they should all be written together in one word without hyphens,

just as in German ereifem and not er-eifer-n, though the latter shews the approximate

composition.

Prefixes Illustrated.

Cited hereafter as Nos. 1, 2, etc.

No. 1. bfrri-nga good (animate but non-human, or inanimate).

No. 2. ja'bag- bad (ditto).

No. 3. h-bfrri-nga-good (human).

No. 4. ab-jatag- bad (ditto).

No. 5. ad-beri-nga- well, that is, not sick (animate).

15 Mr. Man * conjugates ' a verb thus, using the inflexional names. I translate the suffixes -he do,

does -ha -ing -was, -re did, etc., as the nearest inflexional representatives, but they do not gi- Te the

true feeling of the original, to which we have nothing which corresponds in English.

Active. Inf. mfrmi-ke sleep-to. Pres. dolmdmi-ke I sleep-do. Imperf. dol ma'mi-ha I sleep-ing-

was. Perf. dol ma-mi-re I sleep-did (I slept). Pluperf. dol entfrba ma'mi-re I already sleep-did. Fut.

dol md'tni-ngabo I sleep-will. Imperative ddma'mi-ke me sleep-let, mdmi sleep \,6 mli'mi-Jce him

sleep let, mo'cho mfcmi-ke us sleep-let. Optative ddl m'i'mi-nga td'guk I sleep-(verbal subs.) might. Con-

tinuative participle, mami-ngabfrdlg sleep- (verbal subs.) while= while sleeping.

Passive. Inf. kd'p-nga scoop(ed)-to-bc. Pres. kd'rama dd'l-la kd'p-ngaba bow me-by scooped-is-

being. Impsrf. kd'rama dd'l-la dchibaiya fo'rp-ngaba bow me-by then scooped-was-being. Perf. hrrama

dol-la ko'P-ngala bow me-by scooped-has-been. Pluperf. kXrama do'l-la enitj-ba kdp ngata bow me-by

already scoopad had-been. Fut. kd'rama dd'l la kop-nga bow me-by scooped-will-be.
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No. 6. adja-bag—iil, that is, »ot well (animate).

No. 7. un-be'ri-nga- clever (that is hand-good, un referring to ong- its, applied to

kA'ro* hand.

No. 8. un-ja bag- stupid (that is, hand-bad, ditto).

No. 9. ig-b$ri~nga- sharp-sighted (that is, eye-good, ig- its, being applied to dal- eye.

No. 10. ig-ja'bag- dull-sighted (that is, eye-bad, ditto).

No. 11. d'ka-be-ri-nga- nice-tasted (that is, mouth-good, a'ka* its, applied to bang-

month, de'li-ya- palate.

No. ]2. un-tig-bfrri-nga- good, "all round '' (that is, un- hand and ig- eye, good, t being

euphonic).

No. 13. un-tig-jd'bag- a " duffer " (that is, hand and eye bad).

No. 14. ot-be'ri-nga- virtuous (thatis, head and heart good, 6t its, applied to thi'ta- head

and hug- heart.

No. 15. ot-jd'bag- vice, evil, vicious (that is, head and heart bad).

^0> i—15. Example: d'rtdm dd'rd ab-jfrbag Veda re, dona d'chitik a-bfrri-nqa (or a+

be'n-nga-ke). Free translation : D6*ra was formerly a bad man, but now he is a good man.

[ Analytical translation : artam formerly, dd'ra name of man, ab-jabag (human)-bad,

I'eddre exist-did, do'na but, dchitik now, a-beri-nga- (human)-good [or aberi-nga-ke

(human)-good-is]. ] The * is ' is generally unexpressed, in I'edd-re the /' is the common

euphonic prefix, edd' v exist/ repast time; which may be expressed as c
exist-did,' the verb

being always put in the infinitive (properly unlimited, undefined) form, and the suffix -re

being expressed by ' did ' as ~ke may be by ' does ', etc., as the simplest way of expressing

present and past time; the simple copula is never expressed, but in the second form

abe-ringa is treated as a verb, and ke being added makes it present, so that there is an

apparent expression of the copula. The termination -da as applied to anything which

exists, to be derived from the partially obsolete v. edd' exist.

No. 16. un-hrma- one who misses striking an object with hand or foot, see Nos« 7

and 8 above.

No. 17.. ig-lama- one who fails to see or find an object such as honey, a lost article,

etc., see Nos, 9 and 10 above.

No. 18. ot-la'ma- one who is wanting in head, that is, sense, see Nos« 14 and 15 above*

No. 19. ab-ld-ma- one who is a " duffer " at getting turtles after they are speared,

that is, by diving and seizing them, where ab his, refers to chau body.

No. 20. 6-ko-ld'ina- applied to a weapon which fails to penetrate the object struck

through the fault of the striker.

No. 21. d*ka-ld"ma~ who uses a wrong word to express his meaning (a'ka- its, being

applied to bang- mouth, and teg'ili- voice).

This will suffice to show the curious action of the South Andaman prefixes, which it

will be seen presently refer especially to the different forms of the possessive pronoun

when applied to different parts of the human body.



APPENDIX I.

PHILOLOGICAL HARP.(a)

N.B.—All words which in their full form have the suffix "da" are indicated in this and the following Appendices by a hyphen being substituted
for tho "da", e.g., ucha-(this) for ucha (da).

Deno-
ting.
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APPENDIX II.

VARIOUS FORMS OF THE PERSONAL AND POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS IN

RELATION TO GENERAL AND SPECIFIC OBJECTS.

Personal Pronouns with Examples of Use.
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APPENDIX II—contd.
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APPENDIX II—contd.

Examples of use :

—

Class 1. My bow: dia kdrama-. Your hut: ngia bM-. Golat's canoe: gdlai Via roko-.

Wologa's fish-arrow : wSlog'ia tolbod-. Our turtle : meta yadi-. Their sow

:

onta rogo~. The pig's food : reg Via yat-.

Class 2. (a) My man: dia dbula-. My husband: d'ab-bula-. Our women: mitat (d-

pail-. Your wife ; ng'ab-pail-. Your father : ng'ab-maiola. Your grand-

father: ngia maiola. My mother: d'ab-chdnola. My grand-mother: dia

chanola. Your uncle: ngta maia. My nephew: d'ar-bd-. Your children

(addressing mother) ; ng'at-wejila {see children). My infant son (either parent

speaking) : dia ota-. My son (over three years) (a) (father speaking) : d'ar-

ddire. (6) (mother speaking) : d'ab-etire. Your younger brothers ; ng*alrat-

kdm-. Your step-sons : ng*ebet-adenire. My adopted son : d*6trchatnga-. Golat's

brother-in-law: golat Via mama. Wologa's daughter-in-law: wolog^a dftn*

Their daughters (over 3 years of age) : dntat ba-.

(b) Your wife (one lately married) J ngai ik-yate-. (c) Our husbands (married with-

in, say, three months) : am ik-ydte-. See App. VIII.

Class 3. (d) My body: dab chau-. Your knees: ngatlo->. (e) His leg: ar cMg-. Our

hips: marat chorog-. (/) Thy mouth: ngdka bang-. Their jawbones : akat

e*kib~. {g) Thy face: ngig mugvr-. Woi's teeth: woiVitig t&g-. (h) Wdloga's

foot : wolog*6ng pdg-. Our hands : moiot koro-. (i) Thy forehead : ngdt

m figU-t Their heads: otoi chita-. My father's spirit: d
y

ab-maiola Vol chaugala.

Your soul : ngdt yolo-. Your heart (bosom, seat of the affections, etc.) : ngdt

kug~. Our hearts (the organ) : motot Mh-td-bana-. {j) Thy waist : ngoto

kinab*. Our women's waists : mitat (d-) pail Votot ktnab-.

From the determinate use of possessive pronouns in Class 3 arises the custom of

omitting the name of the part of the body referred to after a possessive pronoun, where

it is more or less clear what it must be. This is especially the case when the word could

refer to many parts of the human body, sufficiently distinguished by the form of the

possessive pronoun, as pid-; ^tj-(hair), ed~\ ^j-(skin), *tf~(bone), tf-(blood), gurnar- (sweat),

yilnya~{vein
t
muscle), notnga- (pulse), mun- (brain, marrow, pus). When any doubt is felt

or precision |s essential the full phrase is used. Examples of omissions :—(1) motot chita

pij- (the hair of our heads). This is contracted into motot pij-. On reference to Class 3

(i) it is obvious that reference is made only to the head. (2) ngakat pax ej- (the skin of

your lips) might be contracted into ngakat ij- unless it may happen to be necessary to

avoid risk of chin being referred to. (3) dig gud td- (the bone of my arm). With the arm

outstretched this might be contracted to dig td- without risk of ambiguity. (4) ngar chag

tU (the blood of thy leg) might be expressed by ngar ti% and no doubt would arise if the

I imb had either been previously mentioned, pointed to or was bleeding at the time.
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APPENDIX II—contd.

In the construction of certain compound words further examples are furnished of

the same nature, e. g., kdrama-Vot-chdma-, upper nock of bow [lit. bow-its (head ». e.)

upper-nock] ; k&ramcrfar-chdma-, lower nock of bow [lit, bow-its (leg i. e.) lower-nock];

wdlo-Vig-ydd-, edge of adae [lit. adze-its (tooth)-edge] ;yat-Vig-jdg~, fish's-gill [lit fish-its

(cneek)-slit, *. e. gill].

My own ; mine
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